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CLICK VIDEO ABOVE

OUR GOAL IS TO MAKE PARENTING EASIER

The #1 Digital
Parenting Platform
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Record Last 12 Months!*
COMMENCED EXECUTION OF NEW 3 YEAR STRATEGY

$6.4M Revenue

4.8M Monthly Active

Up
104%

2019

Up
254%

2020
2019

2020

Acquisition & Integration of Red Tricycle
“Each year the program has gotten more successful. We want to build
on that! Duplo achieved healthy metrics overall for the year and we
attribute that to our partnership.” Lego Client Team

Signiﬁcantly enhanced value proposition
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* 12 month numbers based in the preceding publically available quarters. Ie Jan 2020 to Dec 2020

Scaling Multiple Revenue Streams
Advertising revenues
Industry Leading 1st Party Data
100% Brand Safe Quality Content
Local to National Community

Subscription revenues
Premium & Printing
New Community features
New Subscription
Services
E-Commerce Oﬀerings

FY21

Revenues
Please note that the revenue mix estimates, and the growth bars are for illustrative purposes only

Advertising

FY25

Consumer
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OUR GOAL IS TO MAKE PARENTING EASIER

MARKETING STRATEGY

Allison Musmand
Chief Marketing
Officer
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Tinybeans Brand Strategy
OUR GOAL IS TO MAKE PARENTING EASIER

Strategy
Building a brand to last for generations!

Vision
Be the most trusted brand to make parenting
easier that inspires, informs, services and
delights parents and their families.
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Mindful parenting
RAISING CONFIDENT TINY HUMANS

33.2

Median age

57%

2+ kids in HH

55%

HHI $100K+

71%

Working parents

70%

Plan to increase spending
in the next 3-6 months
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Source: Tinybeans Insights Lab

Massive Opportunity
72 Million Millennials; biggest
generation ever–and can’t live
without digital solutions*
Parents of kids <18 drive the U.S.
economy, +37% v families without
kids
$110B digital advertising market is
ﬁrst time over 50% of total
WEB ENHANCEMENTS

$587 Billion

130 Million Babies

The U.S. is the second largest market

130 million babies are born

for eCommerce with revenue of

every year, 3.8M in the U.S.

US$587 billion in 2019.***

Sources: Statista
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-facebook-and-amazon-gain-as-coronavirus-reshapes-ad-spending-11606831201?mod=djem10point
https://www.shopify.com/enterprise/the-future-of-ecommerce
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Launching new products to drive consumer revenue
INCREASE RECURRING REVENUES

Upgraded

Launching
April

Launching
April

Memories

Premium Content

Community

A lifetime of memories that are
stored safely and privately
shared with your loved ones.

Tailored content to the parents
and childrens’ life stage
(location) in their inbox weekly

The fastest way for parents to
discover relevant advice and
inspiration for their family.

I want to ﬁnd local moms who have done it all already so I can
spend less time researching and more time with my kids.
-Heather, Mother of a 3 year old, Dayton OH
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OUR GOAL IS TO MAKE PARENTING EASIER

PRODUCT STRATEGY

Kyle Martin
Chief Product
Officer

Mark Wunsch
Chief Technology
Officer
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Accelerating growth across users & revenues

COMMUNITY

CONTENT

COMMERCE

I want an easier way to save ideas

I discover parenting ideas via social feeds

61%

90%
I want a parent-only community for sharing
activities, products and tips

74%
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CONTENT

Tailored content
designed for today’s
on-the go parents
Personalized newsletters and bite-sized
articles that include save-able highlights
produced by our editors, guest contributors &
trusted local experts
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COMMUNITY

A Video ﬁrst Parent
Community
Parents want fast access to answers, insights +
experiences from like minded people.
Because time is a parent’s most precious
resource.
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SCALABLE TECH

Enabling the platform
Our future user growth requires us to
intelligently utilize our data, while still preserving
the privacy and security of our users and families.
We are expanding beyond photo memories and
journals to support a much richer set of data
types and user behavior, and algorithmically
draw patterns between them.
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OUR GOAL IS TO CONNECT BRANDS & PARENTS

THE MARKET +
MONETIZATION

Nina Lawrence
Chief Revenue
Officer
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OPPORTUNITY

Own the parenting
market
Audience/user growth drives ad
revenue growth

Tinybeans
App <6 yrs

+Red Tricycle
Site 6-12 yrs
App <6 yrs

Delivery of roadmap
Making every parent’s
life easier

Growing the ﬂywheel
Complementary
adjacencies
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Our Unique Position

The Tinybeans Promise
Trust in Content

Trust in Data

Trust in Ads

Optimistic + Authentic
+ Inclusive

First party data
based targeting

Brand safe

Monetizing consumer connections
DIRECT ADVERTISER TO
OMNICHANNEL REVENUE PARTNER
Direct
Advertising

E-Commerce
Integration

Premium
Content

Afﬁliate
Partnership

Product
Sponsorship

Programmatic
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TRUSTED BRAND

+

GROWING AUDIENCE

+

MARKET LEADING PLATFORM

=

SCALING MULTIPLE REVENUE
STREAMS

Tinybeans and Red Tricycle are

Value proposition for the

Clear and robust product strategy

Combining our trusted brands,

much loved parenting brands

platform broader than just

that drives many unmet needs

enriched value proposition, world

with trust and loyalty driving YoY

photos sharing or generic

for parents across community,

class technology and deep

retention. World class Net

content, user growth will scale

content and commerce.

domain expertise places us in the

Promoter Score of over 70.

as more tailored features get

winning position to drive

enabled for parents.

accelerated growth.
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Thank you!
Eddie Geller
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer // TINYBEANS

Corporate Information
25 W 36th St, 5th Floor
New York, NY 10018
www.tinybeans.com
investors@tinybeans.com
DISCLAIMER
This presentation is provided for information purposes only. The information in this presentation is in a summary form, does not purport to be complete and is not intended to be relied upon as advice to
investors or other persons. The information contained in this presentation was prepared as of its date, and remains subject to change without notice. This presentation has been provided to you solely for the
purpose of giving you background information about Tinybeans Group Ltd (“Tinybeans”).
No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy, reliability, completeness or fairness of the information, opinions and conclusions contained in this presentation. Neither
Tinybeans, its related bodies corporate, shareholders or aﬃliates, nor any of their respective oﬃcers, directors, employees, related bodies corporate, aﬃliates, agents or advisers makes any representations or
warranties that this presentation is complete or that it contains all material information about Tinybeans or which a prospective investor or purchaser may require in evaluating a possible investment in
Tinybeans or acquisition of shares. To the maximum extent permitted by law, none of those persons accept any liability, including, without limitation, any liability arising out of fault or negligence for any loss
arising from the use of information contained in this presentation or in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions or matters, express or implied, contained in, arising
out of or derived from, or for omissions from, this presentation. Tinybeans has not independently veriﬁed any of the contents of this presentation (including, without limitation, any of the information
attributed to third parties). No person is under any obligation to update this presentation at any time after its release to you.
Certain statements in this presentation may constitute forward-looking statements or statements about future matters that are based upon information known and assumptions made as of the date of this
presentation. Forward looking statements can generally be identiﬁed by the use of forward looking words such as, “expect”, “anticipate”, “likely”, “intend”, “should”, “could”, “may”, “predict”, “plan”, “propose”,
“will”, “believe”, “forecast”, “estimate”, “target” and other similar expressions within the meaning of securities laws of applicable jurisdictions. Indications of, and guidance or outlook on, future earnings or
ﬁnancial position or performance are also forward looking statements. These statements are subject to internal and external risks and uncertainties that may have a material eﬀect on future business. A
summary of some of the key risks of Tinybeans business is set out in the appendix. Actual results may diﬀer materially from any future results or performance expressed, predicted or implied by the
statements contained in this presentation. As such, undue reliance should not be placed on any forward looking statement. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Nothing
contained in this presentation nor any information made available to you is, or shall be relied upon as, a promise, representation, warranty or guarantee, whether as to the past, present or future.
This presentation is not, and does not constitute, an oﬀer to sell or the solicitation, invitation or recommendation to purchase any securities in Tinybeans and neither this presentation nor any of the
information contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or commitment. In particular, this presentation does not constitute an oﬀer to sell, or a solicitation of an oﬀer to buy, any securities in the
United States.
This presentation may not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. All references to dollars, cents or $ in this presentation are to U.S. currency, unless otherwise stated.
In receiving this presentation, each recipient agrees to the foregoing terms and conditions.
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